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Problem Statement:

A person is in the market to buy a tablet. That person decides to go to Walmart.com to explore her options.
She soon realizes that there are nearly a dozen top brands with seemingly endless configurations. The primary
factor that would influence this person’s decision to purchase a tablet at Walmart is value for her hard earned
money. But how to quickly distinguish the product that offers the best value?

Solution:

To help this consumer choose the tablet that offers her the best value we can create a an interactive visualization
that groups products by brand and model depicts the relationship between aggregated aggregated ratings,
sale prices and number of reviews.

Products that have high ratings, low sale prices and lots of reviews can be interpreted as providing customers
with a solidly great value for their money.

On the contrary, products that have low ratings, high sale prices and lots of reviews can be interpreted as
providing customers with a solidly poor value for their money.

Implementation:

Luckily, Walmart Labs provides an array of free APIs (requires an api key) that we can write to in order to
search products by name and retrieve product details and review statistics.

Below is a function for retrieving data from the Walmart API. We’ll use this for querying the Search API for
Item Ids as well as for querying the Review API for review statistics for each item.

We use this function above to retrieve raw data on various products that we are interested in (see snippet
below). For example, if we query apple ipad we get data related on all different apple ipad models sold at
Walmart such as Ipad Mini and Ipad Air.
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The Walmart search api returns product details, including item ids, in json format as below:
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The primary variables that we are interested in collecting are Product Name, Avg Rating, Mean Sale Price
and Total Reviews for tablets grouped by brand and model. In order to accomplish this we must first grab
review statistics for each item via another API called the Walmart Reviews API. But first we need to create
an array of item ids. We accomplish this as follows:
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Now we can iterate through the list of item ids that we created above and call a function to replace the 8
character substring that represents the item id for each item. We iteratively paste a new substring into the
review api url for each item and then call the review api and store each item’s review statistics accoringly.
This is accomplished with the code below:

The function to replace item id substrings in each review api url:
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The Walmart review api url:

Below is the json output of parsed review content for each item id:

Next we extract the key variables that we are interested in and create a dataframe called df3 as below:
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But we still have to group this data by brand and model and aggregate key metrics to get average sale price,
mean average rating, and total number of reviews for each product group. The problem is that the key
variables in df3 are not typecast to the proper data type (float, float and int) for (avgrating, saleprice and
totalreviews), respectively.

To properly type cast the data we have to split df3, apply the proper type cast and then re-combine the
variables and create a new data frame called new_df3:

Now the hard part. We have to group items by product name and model using string matching. We have to
store the grouped names in a separate array - and this is just a list of the strings that we are searching for.
Each string that we search for, ipad mini, for example can return several items- a list. As such we have to
give that product group a name and that name is just the string that we are matching. In this case that
would be ‘ipad mini’. We store those names in an array called grped_names. For the grouping of the items
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by matching sub string we apply the following code:
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To aggregate key metrics we call this function that passes a data frame object and returns an array:

We then call the function above to compute aggregated key metrics for each product (brand/model) group:
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Now we have to concat the aggregated metrics into a single data frame that we’ll call tablet data, convert the
grped names array to a data frame and create a new data frame called tablet data 1.
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After renaming the columns we see we have 5 variables. The second variable is Model List which is an array
of items for string match and we don’t need that. As such we’ll drop that column:

Finally, we have a data frame that is ready to be loaded to html for rendering via javascript, googlevisualization
api and jquery:

Here is the resulting wmttablet_data.csv output. (Some small changes were made in Excel such as removing
the index column- before loading to index.html via jquery).
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Next we move to Webstorm IDE where we create a project with the following directory:
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Inside of index.html, we set the title, import the jsapi, latest jquery lib and the jquery csv lib that we’ll use
to load our csv file called “wmttablet_data.csv”. We then load the google viz library and set a listener.

Next, we create a callback function for the drawChart referenced in the google api listener. We also convert
the loaded csv file into a two dimensional array and then create that two dimensional array into a data table
that google viz can use to map data to our Bubble Chart. We also set columns that we want represented via
the DataView object.
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Next, we set options for our chart. We are creating a bubble chart that has horizontal and vertical axes. The
horizontal axis represents mean avg rating per product group and the vertical axis represents mean sale price
per product group. Each Bubble represents the ‘value to consumer’ of each product group.

Darker colors correspond to more user reviews while lighter colors correspond to less user reviews. Finally,
hovering over Bubbles will reveal values of each key metric- Product Group Name, Mean Avg Rating, Avg
Sale Price and Number of Reviews.

We set the configuration options for our Bubble Chart here:

Here we bind the buble chart to div and draw the specified View with the designated Options:

Here is the div:
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FINALLY,

We run index.html on a local server as follows below:

and we get:

If we hover over a bubble we see key metrics of each product group:
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Above, we see that the Apple Ipad Mini is a solidly great value as compared to the Apple IPad Air, Galaxy
Tab S and Galaxy Tab 4. The Apple Ipad Mini has 1,717 reviews that give an average rating of 4.73 across
all product configurations and an average sale price of just $218.50.

On the hand, the Samsung Galaxy Tab Pro has 142 reviews that give it a poor 2.31 average rating across all
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configurations with a sale price that is $379.99.

The Acer ICONIA ONE below is pretty cheap at $104.15 with a high rating of 5; however, it only has 1
review so I’d be careful not to get carried away with this one.

There are several tablets that for whatever reason aren’t selling at all despite having been posted for sale by
Walmart such as the Toshiba Excite:
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CONCLUSION

This visualization is interesting because it makes sense of a consumer process that is very confusing. The
visualization illicits many different questions. For example, is there a correlation between the number of
reviews of a product group and the popularity of that product group? For instance, the Apple Ipad Mini has
a lot of reviews- can we also infer that the Apple Ipad Mini is the best selling tablet at Walmart?

The Apple Ipad Air and the Ipad Mini seem to have similar quality in terms of average consumer ratings;
however, there are 5x the number of reviews for the Ipad Mini and the Ipad Mini costs nearly half of what
the Ipad Air costs. The primary product difference is that the Ipad Air is thinner than the Ipad Mini. As
such, perhaps consumers don’t really care that much about how much thinner the Ipad Air is than the Ipad
Mini and that’s where the value to the consumer is!

As a consumer I’d stay away from the Galaxy Tab Pro, Toshiba Encore and any of the tablets that have zero
reviews. I’d focus my purchase decision on the Galaxy Tab 4, Ipad Mini and I’d take a look at some of the
very cheap Acer ICONIA One and Galaxy Tab 3 tablets that have higher ratings than even the Ipad Mini
but only a few reviews. My logic there would be that maybe a cheap price is a deterrent for the average
Walmart consumer that might mistaken price for quality.

In conclusion, this interactive visualization can help the Walmart consumer in our original example purchase
the tablet that offers her the greatest possible value in the most efficient manner.
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